In the 12th Marcel Grossmann Meeting, July 9 th , 2009, the author raised the issue of whether early graviton production could affect non-Gaussian contributions to DM density profiles. Specifically, does a first-order phase transition, in the formation of GW also lead to variation in density fluctuations of space plasma production? and curvature perturbations? We submit that the answer to this question will lead to quantifying fluctuations in space time which affect the stability and formation of DM halos and DM density profiles. Furthermore, we look at whether or not there is a relationship between DM and DE, and gravitons. This is suggested by a modification of Randal Sundrum brane world models, which may be used to admit a very small four-dimensional standard space time non-zero graviton mass. Non zero graviton mass in 4 dimensional space time, as well as modification of existing KK graviton theories will lead to a speed-up of cosmological expansion when the red shift was approximately 0.5 0.55 z ≈ − , i.e., about a billion years ago. Finally, the issue of if gravity is a quantum phenomenon will be brought up in the context of understanding if or not squeezing of coherent states is mandatory at the onset of inflation.
Introduction
We wish to study how relic gravitational waves relate to relic gravitons [1] , in order to answer some basic questions as to the likelihood of detection of GW, using appropriate instrumentation. To achieve this, we will examine some of the startling similarities and differences between GW equation dynamics and Kaluza-Klein (KK) gravitons [2] . This Part of what happens is that squeezed states in the beginning of inflation may be similar to multiple vacuum states contributing to different coherent states. Thereby introducing, at the beginning of inflation non Gaussian contributions to the initial relic gravitational wave forms. The sticking point is that, GWs are composed of coherent states of many gravitons [3] , and coherent state of gravitons requires minimization of uncertainty and as in the simple harmonic oscillator (SHO), small deviations at best from semi-classical approximations. In the case of relic conditions, at the onset of inflation, there are many contributing vacuum states [4] , which would make minimization of uncertainty highly problematic. However, the author suggests (for reasons to be presented in this paper) that gravitons from non-relic conditions may conceivably be measurable, although with difficulty. Recently [5] a PRD paper (Dr. Li et al., 2009 ) suggests a suitable GW measurement protocol, which may identify relic GW and show whether or not the conditions for graviton measurement are obtainable from astrophysical sources., provided an adequate detector is used. Li's PRD article [5] assumes a detector which measures the influx of gravitons from these astrophysical sources directly. The reproduced Table 1 presents a generally accepted range of GW frequencies. This reproduced PRD table [5] is important since it suggests that relic GW, if properly measured, may be the first ones to await experimental verification. The PRD authors suggest that focusing on relic GW would be the most likely method of detecting gravitational waves, using the detector design specified in the paper.
Review of Simple Models as to Gravitons as Either Due to Strings/Something Else
The following is a review of some of the material .Beckwith presented at Rencontres De
Blois [6] , in June, 2009. The summary of concepts will reflect upon interpretation of either the classical and/or quantum foundations of gravitons/ GW. How Equation (0.5)
can be used to formulate appropriate operations.
A. Two alternative routes to generation of entropy
We wish to present two alternative routes to generation of entropy. The first, is a counting algorithm, as an adaptation of Y.J. Ng's infinite quantum (modified Boltzmann's) statistics [7] , whereas the second is referencing A. Glinka's research presentation on "graviton gas [8] " as a way of understanding a different perspective as to how to get a partition function for gravitons which is congruent to the Wheeler De Witt equation. Here are a few questions which are posed for the reader to think about.
1. Is each "particle count unit" as brought up by Ng, equivalent to a brane-antibrane unit in brane treatments of entropy? We wish to understand the linkage between dark matter and gravitons. To consider just that, we look at the "size" of the nucleation space, V. V for nucleation is HUGE. Graviton space V for nucleation is tiny, well inside inflation/therefore, the log factor drops OUT of entropy S if V chosen properly for both Equation (1) and Equation (2).
Ng's [7] result begins with a modification of the entropy/partition function Ng used the following approximation of temperature and its variation with respect to a spatial parameter, starting with temperature . We also specify a "wavelength"
. So the value of
and of H R are approximately the same order of magnitude. Now this is how Jack Ng changes conventional statistics: he outlines how to get S N ≈ , which with additional arguments we refine to be S n ≈ (where n is graviton density). Begin with a partition function
This, according to Ng, [7] leads to entropy of the limiting value of, if 
where 32 
K T <
. We can compare Equation (1) and Equation (2), as how they stack up with Glinka's (2007) quantum gas [8] , if we set 
Such a linkage would open up the possibility that the density of primordial gravitational waves could be examined, and linked to modeling gravity as an effective theory.
The details of linking what is done with Equation (2) and bridging it to Equation (3) await additional theoretical development, and are probably conceptually understandable if the following is used to link the two regimes. i.e. we can use the number of space time operations used to create Equation (2), via Seth Lloyds [10] [ ] 
Essentially, what will be done is to use Equation (5) to show linkage between a largely thermally based production of entropy, as implied by Equation (3) and a particle counting algorithm, as given by Equation (2) . This due to the problems inherent in making connections between a particle count generation of entropy, and thermal contributions. i.e. two different processes are involved. C. Introduction. Connection between gravitons and GWs
The first topic to raise is whether or not there is a way to make a connection between gravitons and GWs. In perturbative string theory, a graviton is a closed string in a very particular low-energy vibrational state. And in string theory, a graviton can be connected to a gravitational wave by linking the graviton particle to the curvature of the 
(neglecting curvature), [12] ( ) ( )
This has the very simple solution, with a mean average for the approximate square of ( )
where the spectrum ( ) 
This is where one can write ( )
where v is a physical frequency, β as an inflation parameter, S β as a re-heating parameter, 
Obviously, the issue of whether or not a graviton has a mass will impact how realistic the approximations given really are, as well as be important to the issue which Leszek M. Sokolowski, Andrzej Staruszkiewicz [16] (2006) raised: "The graviton must have features different from those of the photon and these cannot be predicted from classical general relativity." This will impact strongly upon how to analyze the relationship between wavelength graviton λ and frequency, f. Note that Sokolowski, et al. (2006) [16] state that there is a decisive break down of application of MEANING? the formula E ω = ⋅  , which means in order to make sense out of the graviton and gravitational wave connection, one really needs to investigate the space-time constraints in which relic gravitons/gravitational waves arose. Note, it is possible that as much as up to 2/3rds of the initial relic "matter"-energy initial states used in the construction of the early universe was DM, with no dark energy. What would be beneficial would be to delineate whether or not the graviton/gravitational wave, at its genesis is linkable to DM, to understand the original space time in which the universe evolved in. Note that Bert Janssen, Yolanda Lozano [17] in hep-th/0207199 describe a so called massive/"giant" graviton in terms of study, from the microscopical point of view, via a giant graviton configurations where the gravitons expand into an M2-brane, with the topology of a fuzzy 2-sphere. Fine, but stating that AdS5×S5 background is used for embedding will not yield experimental confirmation. So in pursuit of experimental confirmation, it is appropriate to examine whether or not gravitons/GW can tie in with DE and/or DM, which have measurable consequences as far as observational cosmology and astrophysics.
D. Linkage of DM to gravitons and gravitational waves?
Let us state that the object of early universe GW astronomy would be to begin with confirmation of whether or not relic GW were obtainable , and then from there to ascertain is there is linkage which can be made to DM production... Durrer, Massimiliano Rinaldi (2009) [18] , state that there would be probably negligible for this case (practically nonexistent) graviton production in cosmological eras after the big bang.. In fact, they state that they investigate the creation of massless particles in a Universe which transits from a radiation-dominated era to any other (via an) expansion law. "We calculate in detail the generation of gravitons during the transition to a matter dominated era. We show that the resulting gravitons generated in the standard radiation/matter transition are negligible" This indicated to the author, Beckwith, that it is appropriate to look at the onset of relic GW/Graviton production. Note also that Ruth Durrer, Massimiliano Rinaldi [18] state furthermore in their conclusions: "a graviton spectrum present at the beginning of the radiation era can become significantly amplified and modified by intermediate, non standard evolution of the universe". This is in part what will be suggested. A non standard evolution protocol which delivers One of the cruder ways of delineating the evolution of GW is the super adiabatic approximation, done for
as given by M. Giovannini [19] (page 138) of the form, when
Which to first order when 2 hk a a ′′  leads to a GW solution [19] ( ) ( )
This will be contrasted with a very similar evolution equation for gravitons, of the form (i.e. KK gravitons in higher dimensions) ( )
One of the most frequently appealed to models of linkage between gravitons, and DM is the so called KK graviton, i.e. as a DM candidate. KK gravitons. Note that usual Randal Sundrum brane theory has a production rate [20] of
as the number of Kaluza Klein gravitons per unit time per unit volume Note that this production rate is for a formula assuming mass for which * X T M > , and that we are assuming that the temperature T T * . Furthermore, we also are looking at a de facto total production rate of KK gravitons of the form [20] ( )
where R is the assumed higher dimension "size" and, d is the number of dimensions above 4, and typically we obtain T 1 R  . i.e. we can typically assume tiny higher dimensional "dimensions", very high temperatures, and also a wave length for the result-ing KK graviton for a DM candidate looking like [20] 
If KK gravitons have the same wavelength as DM, this will support Jack Ng's [7] treatment of DM. All that needs to put this on firmer ground will be to make a de facto linkage of KK Gravitons, as a DM candidate, and more traditional treatments of gravitons, which would assume a steady drop in temperature from * T T , to eventually much lower temperature scales. Note that in a time interval based as proportional to the inverse of the Hubble parameter, we have the total numerical density of KK gravitons (on a brane?) as ( ) ( )
, where
Planck~1 0 GeV M give or take an order of magnitude. This number density ( ) n T needs to be fully reconciled to
and can be conflated with the dimensionality "radius" value 
As well as being related to an overall wave functional which can be derived from a line element ( )
Ruth Gregory, Valery A. Rubakov and Sergei M. Sibiryakov [24] (2000) make the additional claim that for large z (the higher dimensions get significant) that there are marked oscillatory behaviors, i.e. Rapid oscillations as one goes into the space for branes for massive graviton expansion [21] , [24] . 
for massive graviton evolution as KK gravitons along dS branes is similar to evolution of GW in more standard cosmology that the author, Beckwith, thinks that the main challenge in clarifying this picture will be in defining the relationship of dS geometry, in overall Randall Sundrum brane world to that of standard 4 space. We need though, now to look at whether or not higher dimensions are even relevant to GR itself.
Now the Main Topic: How Would DM Be Influenced by Gravitons, in 4 Dimensions
We will also discuss the inter relationship of structure of DM, with challenges to Gaussianity. The formula as given by [25] , [26]
will be gone into the variation, so alluded to which we will link to a statement about the relative contribution of Gaussianity, via looking at the gravitational potential [26] 
Here the expression NL f = variations from Gaussianity, while the statements as to what contributes, or does not contribute will be stated in our
Furthermore, is a linear Gaussian potential, and the overall gravitational potential is altered by inputs from the term, presented, NL f . The author discussed inputs into variations from Gaussianity, which were admittedly done from a highly theoretical perspec- writes that KK graviton representation as, after using the following normalization 
In the case of working with a simpler version of the Friedman equation with no graviton mass, but with pressure and density factored in, we can obtain [29] [30] [31] ( )
This will lead to a very simple de celebration parameter value of [29] [30] [31] [ ]
The article will see what happens to insure whether or not the sign of Equation (25) and Equation (26) and Equation (26) goes from positive to negative. Needless to say, if one has a graviton mass graviton 0 m ≠ , then Equation (25) changes, and there will be a way forward to consider whether or not using a modification of GR, with scale factor evolution of , with non zero graviton mass terms added in to obtain [29] [30] [31] ( ) 
For the matter dominated era, it is important to note that the R.H.S. of Equation (28) is zero. This leads to Equation (26) having increasingly positive acceleration values as would be definitely be given for masses of grams. This increase of Equation (24) then leads us to consider how to configure Equation (27) and Equation (28) and for RS brane world values. There are terms which are added to the first Friedman equation. i.e. when using ultra low graviton mass, where 
As well as 
For the purpose of Randal Sundrum brane worlds, Equation (32) is what will be differentiated with respect to d dτ , and then terms from (1.5) will be used, and put into a derivable equation which will be for a RS brane world version of 
This is, using the language V.A. Rubakov [20] [21] put up equivalent to writing, using Equation (28) ( )
i.e. how to inteprept the quantity
being the issue which will be covered in this document. If
( )
0 graviton m is a constant, then the expression Equation (37) has delta functions. This goes into evaluating, then, momentum, appropriately. We will do a time differentiation of Equation (35) The following is meant as a travelogue as to current problems in cosmology which will require significant revision of our models. Exhibit A as to what to consider is the cosmic void hypothesis'. See Timothy Clifton, Pedro G. Ferreira and Kate Land [36] . i.e.
Clifton raises the following question-can HFGW and detectors permit cosmologist to get to the bottom of this? "Solving Einstein's equations for an averaged matter distribution is NOT the same as solving for the real matter distribution and then averaging the resultant geometry" ("We average, then solve when in effect we should solve, then average").
Next, let us look at a recently emerging conundrum of DM feeding into the structure of new galaxies and their far earlier than expected development, i.e. 5 billion years after the big bang. Galaxy formation issues… Hierarchical Galaxy Formation theory at a glance usually proceeds as follows. i.e. what happens when the following diagram of simple addition of new structure no longer holds ? This is very significant, since when the significant formation of galaxies occurs, as of about ~0.2 z is before the turn up in the expansion rate for the universe, which will be referenced as of occurring about ~0. 
Alternately, if the brane theory model of a gravitational potential were used, with KK graviton modes, then
Now for some sort of bounds as to what may be acceptable bounds in error, based upon CMB data 
Depending upon which model is used for describing 
Also, White and Hu [41] (1996), also have a convenient way to link the gravitational potential Φ to temperature fluctuations, and do it as, when assuming
A simple way to understand what is said by Equation (46) 
Equation ( 
Here,

Gaussian x ς
is with regards to a Gaussian perturbation of curvature. Where, 
where we use 
What is actually observed, contradicts this halo emerging history "tree", i.e. Although this "story" for DM seems to be well established. i.e. Just ONE little problem: DM appears to be fattening up young galaxies, allowing for far-earlier-than-expected creation of early galaxies. "A clutch of massive galaxies that seem to be almost fully-formed just 5 billion years after the big bang challenge models that suggest galaxies can only form slowly. Tendrils of dark matter that fed the young galaxies on gas could be to blame (NASA/CXC/ESO/P Rosati et al.)" [45] leading to [46] . Needless, to say though, an analysis of the influence of DM on structure formation would have to take into consideration the datum presented by [47] as reporting upon the data analysis of G. Hinsaw [48] and others as to the relative super abundance of DM in early universe conditions. i.e. considering the following. The relative imprecision of graviton measurement, can be given as follows. This is a measurement in particle physics, and if the KK graviton is linkable to DM, it means that we will have to have very good ways to test for production rates, as will be argued later. 
To put it mildly, if we are looking at a solution to minimize graviton position uncertainty, we will likely be out of luck if string theory is the only tool we have for early universe conditions. Mainly, the momentum will not be small, and uncertainty in momentum will not be small either. Either way, most likely, 
Here, the value
Thermai bath
T − has yet to be specified, and that actually for energy values approximately of the order of 15 10 GeV which may be the mean temperature for the expanding universe mid way, to the end of inflation, which does not equal current even smaller string theory estimates as presented by Li et al. 
However, what one sees in string theory, is a situation where a vacuum state as a template for graviton nucleation is built out of an initial vacuum state, 0 . To do this though, as Venkatartnam, and Suresh did [56] , involved using a squeezing operator 
The right hand side of Equation (54) 
is a way to scale a wavelength, λ , with n, and with ( )
is picked, and a Schrodinger equation is made out of the Lagrangian used to formulate Equation (56) above, with ˆy i P y − = ∂ , and
Also, we have a finite volume ( )
Then the Lagrangian for deriving Equation (56) 
then there are two possible solutions to the S.E. Grushchuk created in 1989 [57] , one a non squeezed state, and another a squeezed state. So in general we work with
The non squeezed state has a parameter ( ) 
Taking Grishchuck's formalism literally, a state for a graviton/GW is not affected by squeezing when we are looking at an initial frequency, so that 
becomes [3] ( ) ( ) ( )
Polochinski [3] writes that the term of order h in Equation (62) is the vertex operator for the graviton state of the string, with
 , and the action of S σ a coherent state of a graviton. Now the important question to ask, is if this coherent state of a graviton, as mentioned by Polochinski [3] can hold up in relic, early universe conditions. Rainer Dick [61] , in 2001, argued as stating that the "graviton multiplet as one particular dark matter source in heterotic string theory. In particular, it is pointed out that an appreciable fraction of dark matter from the graviton multiplet requires a mass generating phase transition around This has a counter part in a presentation made by Berkenstein [62] (2004) with regards to BPS states, and SHO models for 
Rovelli states that "bad" contributions to the behavior of Equation (63) wrote it up, in both his Equation (26) 
for his Equation (26), which is incidently when links to classical behavior break down, and when the bounce from a universe contracting goes to an expanding present universe. Bojowald [68] also writes that if one is looking at an isotropic universe, that as the large matter "H" increases, that in certain cases, one observes more classical behavior, and a reduction in the strength of a quantum bounce.. Bojowalds [68] states that "Especially the role of squeezed states is highlighted. The presence of a bounce is proven for uncorrelated states, but as squeezing is a dynamical property and may change in time" The upshot is that although it is likely in a quantum bounce state that the states should be squeezed, it is not a pre requisite for the states to always start off as being squeezed states. .So a physics researcher can, look at if an embedding of the present universe in a higher dimensional structure which could have lead to a worm hole from a prior universe to our present for re introduction of inflationary growth. This discussion is to present a not so well known but useful derivation of how instant on structure from a prior universe may be transferred from a prior to the present universe. 
In order to do this, we can write out the following for the solutions to Equation (67) above [69] . ( ) ( ) 
This has ( )
, , C C t r ω = as a pseudo cyclic and evolving function in terms of frequency, time, and spatial function. This also applies to the second cyclical wave func-
, ,
, where C 1 = Equation (69) and C 2 = Equation (70); Equation (74) is a solution to the pseudo time WDM equation.
The question which will be investigated is if Equation (74) 
Furthermore, if we are using density according to whether or not 4 dimensional graviton mass is used, then i.e. the precise values of this may help us out in determining how to unravel what is going on in the galaxy formation picture as given in Figure 1 on page 6, break down. i.e.
how can we have earlier than expected galaxy formation?
The follow ups to the conclusion are THAT WE stress that the achievement of conditions allowing us to do research ON THE FUNDATIONS OF A WORKING gravitational wave astronomy research protocol, will be important for discriminating among general relativity and other gravity theories, as it has been shown in [75] .
i.e. we need to understand what gravity is. That is basic.
Furthermore, the foundational issues brought up by the LIGO discovery should be confirmed and expanded upon as given in [76] and [77] .
